
 

  

 

Cleaned to 

PERFECTION 

checklist! 

Customer: _________________________________ Date: ___________________________________ 
 

Kitchen items cleaned were: Bathroom items cleaned were: 
 Counter tops/backsplashes cleaned and disinfected  Sinks and fixtures cleaned and disinfected 
 Switch plates and outlet covers wiped  Showers, tubs and tile hand scrubbed  
 Outside of cabinet fronts and drawers cleaned  All baseboards hand cleaned 
 Blinds and window sills dusted and cleaned  Countertops cleaned and disinfected 
 Sinks and fixtures cleaned and disinfected   Light fixtures dusted 
 Floors vacuumed and mopped  Outside of cabinets and drawers cleaned 
 Exterior of all appliances cleaned and shined  Toilets scrubbed inside/out top and bottom 
 Inside & outside of microwave cleaned  Switch plates and outlet covers wiped 
 High areas dusted and cobwebs removed  Floors vacuumed and mopped 
 Trash emptied and  bags replaced  High areas dusted and cobwebs removed 
 Baseboards dusted  Blinds and window sills dusted and cleaned 
 Tables dusted, cleaned and disinfected  Trash emptied and bags replaced 
 Kitchen rugs vacuumed  Mirrors cleaned  
 Ceiling air vents dusted  All doors and frames wiped clean 
 All doors and frames wiped clean  Bathroom rugs vacuumed 
 Light fixtures dusted  Ceiling air vents dusted 
 Light general straightening  Light general straightening 

    

Bedroom items cleaned were: Living/Dining room areas items cleaned were: 
 All floors vacuumed/mopped   Furniture, picture frames and nic naks dusted 
 Linens changed (if left out)  Ceiling fans/ light fixtures dusted 
 Beds made  Glass sliding doors cleaned in/out 
 Mirrors and glass furniture polished  Hardwood/tile floors cleaned and disinfected 
 Furniture, picture frames and nic naks dusted   Carpeted areas vacuumed including rugs 
 Blinds and window sills dusted and cleaned  High areas dusted and cobwebs removed 
 High areas dusted and cobwebs removed  All doors and frames wiped clean 
 Switch plates and outlet covers wiped   Mirrors/Glass furniture polished 

 Baseboards dusted  Switch plates and outlet covers wiped 

 Ceiling fans/light fixtures dusted  Ceiling air vents dusted 
 All doors and frames wiped clean  Light general straightening 
 Ceiling air vents dusted  Baseboards dusted 
 Light general straightening  Blinds and window sills dusted cleaned 

    

 

Comments:  
 

 
 

 Cleaned to perfection by:    

 Thank you!  Your next cleaning is scheduled for    

 www.PrecisionClean.net (904) 565-9901  


